






















these	methods	 represent	 the	 basis	 of	 "Textual	 Data	 Science".	 In	 this	 context,	 text-mining	
approaches	 enable	 to	 discover	 knowledge	 useful	 for	 experts	 of	 different	 domains	 (e.g.	
Epidemiology,	 Humanities,	 etc.).	 The	 talk	 will	 present	 some	 approaches	 and	 their	







The	 Scientific	 Days	 will	 be	 held	 from	 September	 12	 to	 September	 14,	 2017	 at	ENIT	(École	Nationale	 d’Ingénieurs	 de	 Tunis),	 located	 on	 the	 campus	 of	 El	 Manar	 Tunis	 University	 in	Tunis.	See	the	program	below.	
Practical	information:	
• Location:	salle	Chaire	UNESCOCampus	of	Farhat	HACHED	EL	MANAR	University	in	Tunis	BP	37,	LE	BELVEDERE	1002	TUNIS				
• Accomodation:	rooms	are	booked	at	Hotel	Ariha	for	 the	participants	who	asked for	accommodation	in	their	registration	form.http://www.hotel-ariha.com/index.php
• Access:	the	participants	will	be	welcomed	at	the	airport	by	our	colleagues	from	ENIT. A	free shuttle	will	pick	up	the	participants	from	the	hotel	to	the	Campus	every	day.
• Contacts:Amel	Ben	Abda	–	ENIT	:	mobile	:	00	216	24	383	661Nabil	Gmati	–	ENIT	:	fixe	:	00	216	71	871	022	–	mobile	:	00	216	20	233	861Laura	Norcy	–	Inria	:	mobile	:	+	33	(0)6	86	38	93	62
Tuesday	September	12th	-	salle	Chaire	UNESCO	9:00-9:30	 Welcome	and	introduction	9:30-12:30	 Presentation	of	the	Associate	Teams	9:30-10:15	 SIMERGE	10:15-10:45	 EPITAG	10:45-11:15	 Coffee	break	11:15-12:00	 IoT4D	12:00-12:30	 AGRINET	12:30-13:30	 Lunch	13:30-16:30	 Presentation	of	the	Associate	Teams	13:30-14:15	 MOHA	14:15-15:00	 EPICARD	
2 
15:00-15:15	 Short	break	15:15-16:00	 MOREWAIS	16:00-16:30	 FAST	16:30-17:00	 Coffee	break	17:00-18:30	 Meeting	with	the	Scientific	Council	and	Associate	Teams	members	20:00	 Joint	Dinner	





• Hédi	Zaher	&	Houda	Bakir,	Datavora	–	Big	Data	et	Data	Science:	gamechangers	du	E-Commerce18:45-19:30	 Cocktail	20:30	 Dinner	
Thursday	September	14th	-	salle	Chaire	UNESCO	9:30-12:00	 Meeting	between	the	Steering	Committee	and	the	Scientific	Council	12:00-13:30	 Lunch	13:30	 Departure	
